For the solution of symmetric linear systems, the classical Cholesky method has proved to be difficult to parallelize. In the present paper, we first describe an elimination variant of Cholesky method to produce a lower triangular matrix which reduces the coefficient matrix of the system to an identity matrix. Then, this elimination method is combined with the partitioning method to obtain a parallel Cholesky algorithm. The total serial arithmetical operations count for the parallel algorithm is of the same order as that for the serial Cholesky method. The present parallel algorithm could thus perform with efficiency close to 1 if implemented on a multiprocessor machine. We also discuss the existence of the parallel algorithm; it is shown that for a symmetric and positive definite system, the presented parallel Cholesky algorithm is well defined and will run to completion.
where A = A T and x T Ax > 0 for every nonzero x ∈ R N . It is a basic tenet of numerical analysis that the structure should be exploited whenever solving such a problem. A widely used method for the solution of symmetric and positive definite linear systems (1.1) is based on the following theorem due to Cholesky; see Fox [4, 5] . If A is symmetric and positive definite, then there exists a real nonsingular lower triangular matrix L such that LL T = A; further, if the diagonal elements of L are taken to be positive, then the decomposition is unique. For serial computers, algorithms based on the Cholesky factorization method can be found, for example, in Golub and Van Loan [11] ; and an excellent summary of the Cholesky method is given by George and Liu in [10] .
There has been a number of the Cholesky factorization implementations reported for various real and assumed parallel systems based on several of the so-called "ijk forms of Cholesky"; see, for example, Cosnard et al. [2] , Geist and Heath [8] , George et al. [9] , Heath [12] , Ortega and Romine [14] . Details of these implementations of the Cholesky factorization method can also be found in Ortega [15] ; reviews of these methods are included in Dongarra et al. [3] and Gallivan et al. [7] .
Parallelization of a code of ijk form has been considered in detail by Freeman and Phillips [6] . As noted there, while the two inner loops offer most of the scope for parallelization, there is a limited scope only for parallelism in the outer loop. Note that the outer loop represents the stages of the Cholesky factorization.
Parallelization of the outer loop is necessary for an algorithm of this form to be suitable for multiple-instruction multiple-data (MIMD) parallel processing; it is parallelization of the outer loop that concerns us in the present paper.
As has been noted above, for the coefficient matrix in the linear system (1.1), classical the Cholesky method produces a factorization A = LL T , with L being lower triangular.
But the Cholesky method has proved to be difficult to parallelize. In the present paper, we first present an elimination variant of the Cholesky method which is equivalent to producing a lower triangular L such that LAL T = I, where I is identity matrix. Then, this elimination variant of the Cholesky method is combined with the partitioning method to obtain a parallel Cholesky algorithm for the solution of symmetric and positive definite linear systems (1.1). For a given system of size N, partitioned into r 2 blocks (r N), the total serial arithmetical operations count for the present parallel algorithm is
, which is of the same order as that for the serial Cholesky method. The present parallel algorithm could thus perform with efficiency (see Kuck [13] ) close to 1 if implemented on an r -processor machine. We also address the question of existence of the parallel algorithm. It is shown that if A is symmetric and positive definite, then the presented parallel Cholesky algorithm is well defined and will run to completion. Chawla [1] has described a parallel elimination algorithm for general dense linear systems; the present parallel Cholesky algorithm for symmetric and positive definite linear systems is in the same vein.
2. An elimination variant of the serial Cholesky algorithm. We first describe an elimination variant of the Cholesky factorization method. Suppose that eliminations have been carried out in A in columns 1 to k−1 below the main diagonal and in rows 1 to k − 1 to the right of the main diagonal, with the reduced system assuming the form
where
where I denotes the identity matrix.
To describe stage k ∈ {1,...,N} of the reduction process, we define
Then, the stage k consists of a symmetric reduction of (2.1), with the help of L (k) , into
The conditions for the reduction of
The right-hand side is modified as
while only one component of the solution vector gets modified as
The resulting algorithm is described as follows.
Elimination-variant serial Cholesky algorithm
Step 1 (elimination stage (compact form)). For k = 1(1)N, compute
and update
(only the lower triangular part needs to be computed) and (2.7).
Step 2 (solution stage). Set These counts agree with those for the classical Cholesky method as given in Fox [5] . Steps + × ÷ √
Step 1 1 6 
It is of interest to note here that for the present elimination-variant Cholesky algorithm, at the end of reduction,
If we now set
then it is clear that the reduction stage of our present elimination-variant Cholesky algorithm is equivalent to producing a lower triangular L such that
We also note here the arithmetical operations counts for computing only L by the above elimination-variant Cholesky algorithm; these counts are as stated in Table 2 .2.
We will need these counts when we do arithmetical operations counts for the parallel Cholesky algorithm in Section 3.
Parallel Cholesky algorithm.
We first describe the parallel Cholesky method. With N = r n, assume that A is partitioned into r 2 blocks, each of size n × n:
The vectors x and d are assumed partitioned conformally. Note that A
Assume that k−1 reductions have been done, with the reduced system assuming the form
, where
and δ i,j = 1 if i = j and 0 otherwise. To describe the stage k ∈ {1,...,n} of the reduction, we define the lower triangular elimination transformation
The stage k now consists of a symmetric reduction of (2.1), with the help of L (k) , as in (2.4). The conditions for the intended reduction are
Note that Λ (k) is lower triangular and P (k−1) is symmetric and positive definite by induction (see Section 4). Then, the condition in (3.5) can be expressed as
Note that for a given P (k−1) , we can compute Λ (k) by the elimination-variant serial Cholesky algorithm described in Section 2.1. With the help of (3.9), it is easy to see that the two conditions in (3.6) and (3.7) can be simplified to give
Now, in order to solve (3.10), we first write it as
.
For this purpose, (3.9) suggests that we introduce
Postmultiplying (3.12) by Λ (k) T , in view of (3.9), it follows that
We need not compute the
; it is more convenient to express the method in terms of the u (k) (i,j) . These can be computed from (3.13), given by Now, substituting from (3.14) and in view of (3.11), we obtain
For a compact reduction, we simultaneously modify the right-hand side vector as follows. Since
, (3.18) it follows that d
(i) needs to be modified only in its following components:
To express (3.19b ) in terms of the u (k) (i,j) , we note that on substituting from (3.14), (3.19b) can be written as
(3.20)
But, from (3.19a) we have
then from (3.20) it follows that
We next consider the necessary updates in the solution vector x. Since
it is easy to see that only one component needs to be updated:
To express it in terms of u
(i,j) from (3.14) and simplifying, we obtain
The finally transformed system is
from which it follows that the solution in each block can be computed starting with
3.1. The algorithm. Next, we describe the parallel Cholesky algorithm.
Elimination stage (compact form).
For k = 1(1)n − 1, do Steps 1, 2, and 3; and for k = n, do only Step 1.
Step
and compute Λ (k) as in (3.9) and by the eliminationvariant serial Cholesky algorithm previously given in Section 2.1, and update
Step 2. Compute (in ) for i = 1(1)r :
Step 3. Update (in ) for i = 1(1)r :
(for j = i, only lower triangle needs to be updated),
Solution stage
Step 4. Set x (n) = d (n) . For k = n down to 1, update (in ) for i = 1(1)r as in (3.25).
Arithmetical operations counts for parallel Cholesky algorithm.
For the parallel Cholesky algorithm, the arithmetical operations counts are as stated in Table 3.1. For r = 1, these counts agree with the counts for the serial Cholesky given in Section 2.1.
Existence of parallel Cholesky algorithm.
Next, we show that if the coefficient matrix of the given system is symmetric and positive definite, then the parallel Cholesky algorithm described above exists and will run to completion.
We first show the following lemma.
Proof. Taking the transpose in (3.17), we have Step
Step 3 1 12
Step 4 1 4
Proof. For arbitrary y (s−1)n+k+1→sn , let 
In order to simply express the right-hand side in (4.6), we introduce
Note that
In view of (3.13), U (k)
Also, from (3.13), we have
With these results, from (4.6) we obtain
(4.10)
Now choose 5. An illustration of the algorithm. To illustrate the working of the presented parallel Cholesky algorithm, we consider the following symmetric linear system (N = 6) by taking r = 2. We work with the full matrix to highlight that the reduction is symmetric: 
The steps of reduction are as follows: 
2)
The recovery of the solution proceeds as follows:
giving the solution of the system.
